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Community assembly by trait selection:
Modelling from incomplete information

CATS



CATS
A mathematical model that uses:

Species-level information on functional traits (i.e. traits linked to 
demographic performance)

+
Information concerning community-aggregated trait values along abiotic 

gradients

+

Relative abundance of each species in regional species pool at a given point along 
the environmental gradients

Information on regional species pools

To 
predict



Modelling community assembly along 
environmental gradients: goals and 

previous attempts



Goals of modelling community assembly 
along environmental gradients

Explanatory ability

state variables be linked to 
known ecological processes 
determining abundancege
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Accurately predict 
species’ 
abundances?
Done in new areas?

Practical applicability

How easily can the model 
be applied to real field 
data?



Previous models of community assembly 
along environmental gradients

Explanatory ability
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Practical applicability

Lotka-Volterra type dynamic models

Statistical ordination 
type models

Tilman’s model
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Practical applicability

Where do I place CATS?
Depends on how well 
we can predict 
community-weighted 
traits from abiotic 
variables

Depends on how well 
we can link functional 
traits to demography



A conceptual process-based model:
Trait-based species filtering

Philip Grime
Paul Keddy

Functional trait: a physiological, morphological or phenological property of 
individuals that (i) affects probabilities of survival, reproduction or immigration 
and (ii) that is systematically associated with particular environmental
conditions



Philip Grime

A fundamental claim of trait-based ecology

The most common trait values in a local community will be
possessed by those individuals of those species having the 
greatest probabilites of survival, reproduction and immigration.
True independent of taxonomy
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A  B   C  D  E species
3   5  10 20 30 Trait values of each species

Community weighted mean trait value (CWM):
This average trait value will reflect the selective advantage of this
trait in passing through the various abiotic and biotic filters
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Philip Grime

Two consequences of Grime’s ideas
for community assembly…

1. If we know the values of particular abiotic variables determining the filters, 
then we should be able to predict the « typical » values of 
the functional traits found in this local community; i.e. community-weighted

means. 

2. If we know the « typical » values of the functional traits that are found in this
community, and we know the actual trait values of the species in a regional
species pool, then we should be able to predict which of these species will be
dominants, which will be subordinates, and which will be rare or absent.



Philip Grime

1. If we know the values of particular abiotic variables 
determining the filters, then we should be able to predict the 
« typical » values of the functional traits found in this local 
community; i.e. community-weighted means. 
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2. If we know the « typical » values of the functional traits that
are found in this community, and we know the actual trait 
values of the species in a regional species pool, then we
should be able to predict which of these species will be
dominants, which will be subordinates, and which will be
rare or absent.

species Trait value

A 34

B 27

C 16

D 3

Philip Grime

CW trait mean =28
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Abiotic variable = 
5 in this site…

Regional species pool



Trait-based species filtering:
complications

Philip Grime

Paul Keddy

Local abundances are also affected by

- regional abundances (immigration 
effects related to landscape, past
history, biogeography)

- demographic stochasticity in small
populations



“I often say that when you can measure what you are speaking 
about, and express it in numbers, you know something about it;  but 
when you cannot measure it, when you cannot express it in 
numbers, your knowledge is of a meagre and unsatisfactory  kind. “

Criticism of trait-based species 
filtering:

Philip Grime

Paul Keddy

William Thomson (Lord Kelvin) 

Qualitative, not quantitative.  
How can we « express it in numbers? »

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Lord_Kelvin_photograph.jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Lord_Kelvin_photograph.jpg


CATS
A mathematical model that uses:

Information on regional species pools

Species-level information on functional traits (i.e. traits linked to 
demographic performance)

+
Information about community-aggregated traits along abiotic gradients

+

Relative abundance of each species in regional species pool at a given point along 
the environmental gradients

To predict



species Trait value Regional
abundance

A 34 10%

B 27 15%

C 16 25%

D 3 50%

Regional meta-population

CW trait mean =28
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Abiotic variable = 
5 in this site…

species Trait value Regional
abundance

A 34 ?

B 27 ?

C 16 ?

D 3 ?

Local site

HOW?

Region

Local site



The maximum entropy formalism
predicting from incomplete information

Edwin Jaynes

Jaynes, E.T. 2003. Probability theory.  The logic of science. 
Cambridge U Press.
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Logical certainty that event will occur

Logical certainty that event won’t occur
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Event: sun sets 
at night

0.9999?
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How can we quantify learning?

Probability that sun sets = 0.99999
Probability that sun doesn’t set = 1-0.99999 = 0.00001

New observation: sun set last night 
 No surprise; almost nothing new learned

New observation: sun didn’t set last night 
 Huge surprise; lots new learned

The amount of learning (new information):
Historical log2, we will use loge=ln

Claude Shannon

I = l𝑛𝑛
1
𝑝𝑝 = −l𝑛𝑛(𝑝𝑝)

Surprise function

( )ln 0.99999 0.00001I = − =

( )ln 0.00001 11.51I = − =
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Average information content (i.e. 
new information)

Specify all of the logically possible states in which some phenomenon can exist
(i=1,2,…,S)

Based on what we know before observing the actual state, assign values between
0 and 1 to each possible state: p=(p1, p2, …, pS)

( )( )
1 1 1

ln ln
S S S

i i i i i i
i i i

I p I p p p p
= = =

= = − = −∑ ∑ ∑
Information entropy

The amount of new information that we will learn if state i occurs is 𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖 = −𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖

1

S

i i
i

I p I
=

=∑The average amount of new information that we will learn is

Claude Shannon
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Information content and uncertainty

New information = information that we don’t yet possess = uncertainty

Information entropy measures the amount of new information we will gain 
once we learn the truth
Information entropy therefore measures the amount of information that we
don’t yet possess

Information entropy is a measure of the degree of uncertainty that we have 
about the state of a phenomenon before we actually observe it

Maximum uncertainty =  maximum entropy

Claude Shannon
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A betting game: game A

I bring you, blindfolded, to a field outside Sherbrooke.

I tell you that there is a plant at your feet that belongs to either species A or 
species B.

You must assign probabilities to the two possible states (species A or B) and 
will get that proportion of 1,000,000 francs once you learn the species name.

What is your answer?  

( )
1

ln (0.5ln(0.5) 0.5ln 0.5 ) 0.69
S

i i
i

I p p
=

= − = − + =∑
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A betting game: game B

New game with some new clues:

(i) The site is a former cultivated field that was abandoned by a farmer last 
year.
(ii) Species A is an annual herb.  Species B is a climax tree.

You must assign probabilities to the two possible states and will get that
proportion of $1,000,000.

What is your answer?  

If you changed your bet in this second game then these new clues provided you 
with some new, but incomplete, information before you learned the answer.

( )
1

ln (0.9 ln(0.9) 0.1ln 0.1 ) 0.33
S

i i
i

I p p
=

= − = − + =∑
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Relative entropy (Kullback-Leibler divergence)

Let qi=1/S and S be the fixed number of unordered, discrete states; q is a 
uniform distribution

Relative to a “prior” or reference distribution (q)−�𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖ln
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖
𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖

−�𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖ln
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖
1
𝑆𝑆

= −�𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖 ln𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖 + ln𝑆𝑆 = −�𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖ln𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖 + constant

Information entropy proportional to relative entropy given a uniform distribution

Maximizing relative entropy = maximizing entropy



The maximum entropy formalism in an 
ecological context: A three-step program

Edwin Jaynes

Jaynes, E.T. 2003. Probability theory.  
The logic of science. Cambridge U 

Press.
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The maximum entropy formalism
in an ecological contextEdwin Jaynes

Jaynes, E.T. 2003. Probability theory.  
The logic of science. Cambridge U 

Press.

Specify a reference (q, prior) distribution that encodes what you know about the 
relative abundances of each species in the species pool before obtaining any 
information about the local community. 

Step 1: specifying the relative abundances in the regional meta-
community  (the prior distribution)

“All I know is that there are S species in the meta-community” 𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖 =
1
𝑆𝑆

“All I know is that there are S species in the meta-community 
and I know their relative abundances in this meta-community” 

qi
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The maximum entropy formalism
in an ecological contextEdwin Jaynes

Jaynes, E.T. 2003. Probability theory.  
The logic of science. Cambridge U 

Press.

Step 2: quantifying what we know about trait-based community 
assembly in the local community (2 possibilities)

“I have measured the average value of my functional traits
(community-weighted traits values)”

“ I have measured the environmental conditions, and know 
the function linking these environmental conditions to the 
community-weighted trait values”

̅𝑡𝑡1 = 23.3
̅𝑡𝑡2 = 147.1
𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒.
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The maximum entropy formalism
in an ecological contextEdwin Jaynes

Jaynes, E.T. 2003. Probability theory.  
The logic of science. Cambridge U 

Press.

Step 3: choose a probability distribution which agrees with what 
we know, but doesn’t include any more information (i.e. don’t lie).

Choose values of p that agree with what we know:

𝑞𝑞, �
𝑖𝑖=1

𝑆𝑆

𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖

̅𝑡𝑡1 = �
𝑖𝑖=1

𝑆𝑆

𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖1 = 23.3

̅𝑡𝑡2 = �
𝑖𝑖=1

𝑆𝑆

𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡21 = 147.1

𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒.

−�𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖ln
𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖
𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖

And that maximizes the 
remaining uncertainty
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The solution is a general exponential distribution
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tij: Trait value of trait j of species iqi: Prior distribution of species i

λj:The amount by which a one-unit increase in trait j will result in a 
proportional change in relative abundance (pi)
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λ: force of selection on trait in the local community
(greater probability of passing if smaller…)
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local community

CATS

q : distribution of relative abundance of species in the
metacommunity

Trait (t)
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Grimes’s plant strategy



CATS Statistical inferences: permutation methods
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Question 1: Do the stated set of trait constraints (A) affect the 
probability of an entity being allocated into different states? 
Do the maxent probabilities (pi), obtained when including the set of 
constraints, have higher predictive ability than that provided 
uniquely by the prior probabilities (q)?.

1st (incorrect) attempt:
oi= observed absolute abundance of species i
pi= predicted absolute abundance of species i

Problems
1. We don’t know what is physically being allocated to species (thus N) and these allocations are 

not mutually independent
2. Absolute abundance can be measured as individuals, biomass, cover… and these aren’t all 

discrete counts: we want to work with relative abundance
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Shipley, B. 2010. Ecology 91:2794-2805



CATS Statistical inferences: permutation methods

1. Calculate f for the actual data

Null hypothesis 1: the trait values possessed by different species have no effect on (are independent
of) the relative abundances of these species. Therefore, the observed fit is no better than the fit 
expected if trait values were randomly assigned to relative abundance values.

oi
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ec
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s

Trait values

2.   Randomly permute the vector of traits between species,
3.   Calculate A*, and then f*(o,p*,q).

p*

Permutation distribution

f* values
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observed f4. Repeat steps 2-3 many times to get empirical distribution of f*.
5. Null probability: proportion f*>f.

Shipley, B. 2010. Ecology 91:2794-2805



CATS Statistical inferences: permutation methods

Question 2: Does constraint (trait) j contain relevant information given the 
other stated constraints? 
Do the maxent probabilities obtained when including constraint k along 
with the other constraints and prior have higher predictive ability than that 
provided only by the other constraints and prior.



CATS Statistical inferences: permutation methods

1. Calculate f for the actual data

Null hypothesis 2: the valuesof trait j, possessed by different species, have no effect on (are 
independent of) the relative abundances of these species given the remaining traits. Therefore, 
the observed fit is no better than the fit expected if trait values were randomly assigned to relative 
abundance values.
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Trait values

2.   Randomly permute the values of trait j only between species,
3.   Calculate A*, and then f*(o,p*,q).

p*

Permutation distribution

f* values
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observed f4. Repeat steps 2-3 many times to get empirical distribution of f*.
5. Null probability: proportion f*>f.

*This is less than ideal because it implicitly
assumes that trait j is also independent of other
traits

Shipley, B. 2010. Ecology 91:2794-2805



CATS Statistical inferences: permutation methods

Practical considerations

Except for maxent models with only a few constraints, we need numerical 
methods in order to fit them to data.  I use a proportionality between the 
maximum likelihood of a multinomial distribution and the λ values of the 
solution to the maxent problem (Improved Iterative Scaling), available in 
the maxent() function of the FD library in R.
Della Pietra, S. Della Pietra, V., Lafferty, J. 1997. Inducing features of random fields. IEEE Transactions Patern Analysis and 
Machine Intelligence 19:1-13

Laliberté, E., Shipley, B. 2009. Measuring functional diversity from multiple traits, and other tools for functional ecology R. 
package, Vienna, Austria



The maximum entropy formalism
in an ecological contextEdwin Jaynes

Jaynes, E.T. 2003. Probability theory.  
The logic of science. Cambridge U 
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Practical considerations

Except for maxent models with only a few constraints, we need numerical 
methods in order to fit them to data.  I use a proportionality between the 
maximum likelihood of a multinomial distribution and the λ values of the 
solution to the maxent problem (Improved Iterative Scaling), available in 
the maxent() function of the FD library in R.
Della Pietra, S. Della Pietra, V., Lafferty, J. 1997. Inducing features of random fields. IEEE Transactions Patern Analysis and 
Machine Intelligence 19:1-13

Laliberté, E., Shipley, B. 2009. Measuring functional diversity from multiple traits, and other tools for functional ecology R. 
package, Vienna, Austria

By permuting trait vectors relative to species’ observed relative abundances, one 
can develop permutation tests of significance concerning model fit

Shipley, B. 2010. Ecology 91:2794-2805
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There are now many empirical applications of this model in many places 
around the world, and applied at many geographical scales.

Two examples…

CATS



96 1m2 quadrats containing the understory herbaceous plants of ponderosa pine forests (Arizona USA).
Quadrats were distributed across seven permanent sites within a 120 km2 landscape between 2000-2500 m 
altitude.
79 species in total

SHIPLEY et al. 2011. A strong test of a maximum entropy model of trait-based community assembly. Ecology 92: 507–517.

Daniel Laughlin’s PhD thesis

Available information

12 environmental variables measured in 
each quadrat

20 functional traits measured per species

Relative abundance of each species in 
each quadrat



Significant predictive ability by 3 traits

After ~7 traits, mostly redundant information
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If species is present, and not rare (>10%), CATS predicts 
its abundance well

If species is present, but rare (<10%), CATS can’t 
distinguish degrees of rarity

If species is absent  (X)  then CATS will predict 
it to be rare



If we only know the environmental conditions of a site, and the general 
relationship between community-weighted traits and the environment, how well 
can CATS do?
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Actual measured community-weighted 
value for this site = 9.5

General relationship: Y=2.5+0.73X

Predicted value for community-weighted 
trait, given that we know the environmental 
value at 7, is 7.61
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The best possible prediction given the environment would be obtained with 79 separate 
generalized additive (form-free) regressions – one for each species in the species pool – of 
relative abundance vs. the environmental variables.

gam(S~X)
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Baastrup-Spohr, L. Sand-Jensen, K., Veggerby Nicolajsen, S. & Bruun, H.H. 2015. From soaking wet to bone dry: predicting
plant community composition along a steep hydrological gradient. JVS (in press).

Decreasing water stress Increasing soil anoxya



Decreasing water stress Increasing soil anoxya

PCA axis 1 (59% variance)

« bone dry » « soaking wet »



Wet------------------Dry Wet------------------Dry

Thick leaves

Tall plants
High root porosity
Large, thick, low density leaves

Short plants
Low root porosity
Small, thinner, high density leaves that
loose water slowly

PCA axis 1Soaking wet Bone dry



From soaking wet to bone dry: predicting plant community composition along a steep 
hydrological gradient

Journal of Vegetation Science
6 MAR 2015 DOI: 10.1111/jvs.12280
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/jvs.12280/full#jvs12280-fig-0002

Observed values from individual
regression smoothers

Predicted values from CATS

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/jvs.12280/full%23jvs12280-fig-0002


From soaking wet to bone dry: predicting plant community composition along a steep 
hydrological gradient

Journal of Vegetation Science
6 MAR 2015 DOI: 10.1111/jvs.12280
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/jvs.12280/full#jvs12280-fig-0003

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/jvs.12280/full%23jvs12280-fig-0003


CATS Decomposing the effects of trait filtering, 
meta-community effects, and demographic

stochasticity
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CATS Decomposing the effects of trait filtering, 
meta-community effects, and demographic

stochasticity

uniform prior + randomly
permuted traits (Model bias)
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Cameron, C.A. & Windmeijer, F.A.G. 1997. An R-squared measure of goodness of fit for some common nonlinear regression models. Journal of 
Econometrics 77: 329-342.

Model predictions

Uniform distribution only (1/S)

Local trait filtering, no meta-community
effects

Meta-community effects, no local trait filtering

Full model



Shipley, Paine & Baraloto. 2012. Quantifying the importance of local niche-based and stochastic processes to tropical tree community 
assembly. . Ecology 93: 760-769

Stephen Hubbell

The unified neutral theory of biodiversity and biogeography

The per capita probabilities of immigration from the meta-community, and
the per capita probabilities of survival and reproduction of all species are
equal (demographic neutrality).

Subsequent population dynamics in the local community are determined
purely by random drift.

Local relative abundance ~meta-community relative abundance + drift

« Neutral prior » = meta-community relative abundances

Second example: tropical forests in French Guiana
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b) Metacommunity trait means

Figure 1

We did this at three spatial scales: 1, 0.25 and 0.01 ha.

Dispersal limitation from meta-
community

Trait-based selection

Demographic stochasticity



Warton, D., Shipley, B. Hastie, T. 2015. CATS regression – a model-based approach to 
studying trait-based community assembly. Methods in Ecology and Evolution (in press)

Equivalences between maximum entropy methods and maximum 
likelihood have a long history.

Maximum entropy was related to maximum likelihood for exponential families by 
Kullback (1959)

CATS regression



CATS regression

Warton, D., Shipley, B. Hastie, T. 2015. CATS regression – a model-based approach to studying trait-based community assembly. Methods in Ecology and 
Evolution (in press)

In Warton et al, we prove that CATS is mathematically equivalent in its predicted 
relative abundances to Poisson regression of the oi against traits, using qi as an 
offset.  It is not equivalent in its other statistical properties

Thus, CATS can be implemented via GLM functions available on most statistics software, for 
example, on R:

glm(rel~trait+offset(log(meta)),family=poisson)

where for each species 
- the (relative) abundance is stored in rel,
- trait measurements in trait, and 
- ‘prior’ relative abundance from the metacommunity in meta.

We refer to this (and subsequent generalizations) as ‘CATS regression’.

An offset is a variable included in the model that has a known slope coefficient, usually, a variable 
known to have a proportionate effect on the response. Metacommunity relative abundance (qi) 
can be understood as an offset for similar reasons – all else being equal, a species which is twice 
as abundant in the metacommunity is expected to be twice as abundant in the site.



CATS regression

Advantages

1) Model can be fit using standard statistical packages
2) Model fitting is much faster(1000X)
3) We can generalise from Poisson to negative binomial if residuals demand it

(only if we have actual abundances as counts, not relative abundances, 
abundances based on biomass, cover etc.)

4) We can simultaneously model traits and environmental variables, with
interactions



CATS regression

Warning: the calculated standard errors and null probabilities are not exact 
because the combinatorial in the multinomial distribution assumes mutually
independent allocations to species, and this is not true in real data.

Disdvantages

1) SE and null probabilities too small (completely if not counts) because
distribuitonal assumptions are almost always wrong.

2) Residuals are meaningless if we use relative abundances, abundances
based on biomass, cover etc.)



CATS regression
Relative abundance for each plant species in each of 32 plots, each belonging to 
one of four land-use treatments, specified according to a combination of grazing
history and soil type. LaFage, France
Ten traits on each of the 68 most abundant species, related to different aspects of
leaf properties, size and phenology. 

Sonnier, G., Navas, M. L., Fayolle, A., Shipley, B. 2012. Quantifying trait selection driving community assembly: A test in herbaceous plant 
communities under contrasted land use regimes. Oikos 121: 1103-1111.



CATS regression

Sonnier, G., Navas, M. L., Fayolle, A., Shipley, B. 2012. Quantifying trait selection driving community assembly: A test in herbaceous plant 
communities under contrasted land use regimes. Oikos 121: 1103-1111.

ftOffP <- glm(abund~.,data=tr, offset=log(tot.i), fam="poisson")

library(mvabund)
ftOffNB <- manyglm(abund~.,data=tr, offset=log(tot.i), fam="negative.binomial")

First, looking at a single site, and no environmental variables…

Note that abundances were counts, so reasonable here



CATS regression

Same values, except « intercept »

With & without metacommunity (neutral) prior

Poisson distribution (CATS)

-Binomial distribution



CATS regression

What happens if we use relative abundances, rather than counts of individuals?

> ftGLM.rabund<-glm(rel.i~LCC+LDMC,data=tr,family="poisson")
There were 14 warnings (use warnings() to see them)

WARNING: In dpois(y, mu, log = TRUE) : non-integer x = 0.544910

Parameter Value SE p Value SE p

Intercept 15.718 15.458 0.3092 10.600 199.761 0.958

LCC -11.005 6.298 0.0806 -11.005 81.391 0.892

LDMC 6.564 0.989 3.3e-11 6.564 12.780 0.608

Using counts Using relative abundances

Values now identical to maxent Completely meaningless



Extensions to the multisite context, including environmental variables for each site, are quite natural in a 
regression context. 

The interaction is of particular interest, as this captures the way differences in environmental response 
across species changes are mediated by traits.

CATS regression

library(mvabund)

ftP <-manyglm(abundVec~as.matrix(traitVec)*trV, family="poisson")

ftNB <-manyglm(abundVec~as.matrix(traitVec)*trV, family="negative.binomial")

Relative abundances
X sites

Species traits
per site

Environmental variables
per site



CATS regression
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λ values (partial slopes)

Increasing trait value=increasing relative 
abundance

Increasing trait value=decreasing relative 
abundance

Remember that lamdas (slopes) are identical in CATS and CATS regression
This still assumes log-linear responses: log(ra)~trait + env +trait:env



http://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/reader/0521133556/ref=sib_dp_pt
http://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/reader/0521133556/ref=sib_dp_pt


Maximising relative entropy of CATS is equivalent to 
maximising likelihood of a multinomial distribution
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units of biomass into each of the S species in the 
species pool

The probability of a single allocation going to species i (i.e. the probability 
of sufficient resources being captured to produce one individual or unit of 
biomass for species i); a function of its traits (Ti), the strength of the trait 
on selection (λ), and its meta-community abundance (qi)
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In practice we can never know this, since neither 
individuals or resources (biomass) are ever allocated 
independently…
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Maximising this…Will maximise the likelihood of the 
unknown multinomial distribution
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Choose values of λ that maximise this function, given the vector of traits (ti) for  
each species in the species pool and their meta-community abundances (qi):

The dual solution (Della Pietra et al. 1997): the values of λ that
maximise the relative entropy in the maximum entropy formalism are the 
same as the values that maximise the likelihood of a multinomial 
distribution.

Della Pietra, S. Della Pietra, V., Lafferty, J. 1997. Inducing features of random fields. IEEE Transactions Patern
Analysis and Machine Intelligence 19:1-13.

Improved Iterative Scaling algorithm maxent() in the FD package of R.

Laliberté, E., Shipley, B. 2009. Measuring functional diversity from multiple traits, and other tools for functional 
ecology R. package, Vienna, Austria
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